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Our mission
statement
By removing geographical limitations and simplifying
complex processes, we make the payments process
easier, faster and accessible for everyone.

But what does
that mean?
Simply put, at xpate we take care
of the difficult aspects of
payments, leaving our clients free
to do what they do best – grow
their business.

The history and
the future
who we are, what we do and how we’re paving
the path to the future of payments
xpate was founded in 2018, with the goal of rede ning the payments
industry and creating an inclusive nancial solution for users across
the globe. Since then, we’ve developed three industry-leading
solutions, designed to support merchants, acquirers, and issuers by
taking the complications out of payments.
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We created the world’s rst truly UX-led, multi- t solution that is built
to deliver a unique customer experience. It unites all the desired
payment methods, covering a range of demands that would
otherwise require onboarding and integration with multiple partners.

Whether it’s payment processing, bank transfers, facilitating payments
made via APMs, mass payouts, card payouts or currency exchange,
everything a business needs is all contained within one uni ed
framework. Any funds acquired are settled inside the solution and can be
transferred to merchant bank or third-party accounts, or used for mass
payouts or card payouts, creating a simple and rewarding payment
experience.
We use advanced technology to automate the time-consuming
processes, secured with bleeding-edge security and fraud monitoring
systems, meaning that merchants spend their time building their
business, rather than worrying about payments.

xpate Links
xpate Links is our latest groundbreaking solution
for the acquirer and issuer market.
Designed to ease the operational burden and make the
management of “paying by cards” business simple and hassle-free,
Links is xpate’s next leap forward.
Links brings end-to-end handling of the payment process, including
software management, technical support, fraud control and
execution of the entire dispute cycle. It even manages an acquirer’s
merchant disputes and gives you an extensive scope of consultancy
support. What more could you need?

Links means you don’t need in-house fraud teams. You don’t need
dispute specialists. You don’t need technical support teams.

Everything is outsourced to
us – all you need is xpate.

xpate Stacks
So we have payment processing covered. Acquirer and issuers
support solutions too. But if that wasn’t enough, we also have the
coolest way to make payments, with xpate Stacks.

Stacks is our innovative, drag-and-drop
solution for cross-border payments.
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With gesture-based technology, every interaction is simple.
Whether it’s setup, onboarding, conducting a transaction, or
reviewing a payment ow, Stacks is the simple and e ective
way to pay who you need to, wherever they might be located.

While we may not be the oldest name in the book, the xpate way of
working has helped us grow into one of the most innovative
businesses in the payment sector. Back in 2018, xpate was founded
by Mike Shafro, launching with just three team members and the
goal of rede ning the payment landscape and making the payment
experience simple, quick, safe and friendly to use.
A year later, we end 2019 with a team of 15 experts and a growing
business pro le. Over the course of an action-packed year, we
onboarded some big clients, introduced new solutions and
showcased that a brand on the cutting-edge of innovation
shouldn’t look like the rest. We’ve truly de ned the ‘xpate way’ and
enter the next year ready to conquer the world.
2020 arrives – and brings huge change. Despite the challenges we
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face, we increase our team size by a factor of 6, turning our family of
15 into a group of 90 of the best people in the industry by the close
of the year. We make key hires, like Viktorija Raizina as our Managing
Director xpate Links and Anna Zotova as our Chief Risk O cer after
storied careers in the industry, and open o ces across a whole
continent.
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Our story
And nally, we get to today. 2021 is our biggest year yet, as we stand
o ering 79 payment methods across the globe and partner with 24
nancial institutions to support us as we modernise and transform the
way businesses receive and transfer funds around the world. In January
our Mastercard Principal Membership became live, allowing us to
continue developing and bringing the most innovative solutions for
businesses across the entire payments ecosystem.
But to be the best, you can never settle. We’re always looking forward,
bringing the latest solutions and most groundbreaking technology to the
payments universe. In June 2021, we launched our end-to-end acquiring
solution, xpate Links, which delivers complete management of the
‘paying by cards’ process, with software management, tech support,
fraud control, dispute management and expert consultancy. And as we
move into the future, we prepare the world for the launch of the new way
to pay across borders. xpate Stacks pushes forward in development,
with the birth of the industries next cross-border innovation scheduled
for 2022. At xpate, we continue to do things the way we always have; we
don’t chase the future of payments, we write it.

The people behind
the success

Chief Executive Officer
Mike has nearly a decade of extensive experience in the
ntech and ecommerce sectors, along with several years of
entrepreneurship. He founded xpate, to create a more
uni ed, modern payment experience – and one which
leaves a positive impression on the user.
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Mike’s passion for ecommerce bloomed during his rst job
with ECOMMPAY. After joining the company in 2013, he
quickly developed an interest in both the practical and
technical side of ecommerce. Through a particular focus on
regulations and licensing, Mike was able to help
ECOMMPAY obtain its UK license with the Financial
Conduct Authority (FCA). He then went on to begin
advising banks and ecommerce enterprises on how to
improve their digital processes. His focused knowledge in
this area saw him appointed personal Ecommerce Advisor
to Jurijs Adamovics, Chairman of the Board of Directors at
Industra Bank, earlier this year.
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Mike Shafro
As a young and successful entrepreneur with
expertise extending across risk management, internet
acquiring services, nancial restructuring, nancial
analysis, corporate advisory, mergers and
acquisitions, and valuations, Mike is an established
thought leader in the ntech industry.
He has featured in several global publications and is
a keen and considered industry spokesperson.
Additionally, Mike has seen his expertise recognised
with a nomination for the prestigious ‘PayTech
Leadership’ award at the 2021 PayTech Awards.

Viktorija Raizina
Managing Director xpate Links
With over eleven years of experience at an array of banks, processing
companies and PSPs including ECOMMPAY, Viktorija has accumulated
extensive expertise in the cards and payments industry. Her innovative
mindset and strong leadership skills have helped her to build successful
relationships with Visa and Mastercard, and she provides her unrivalled
sector knowledge to xpate to support the expansion of its card
payment mechanisms.

Anna Zotova
Chief Risk Officer
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Anna is an ecommerce expert skilled in various competencies from AML to
compliance and operations management with a track record of heading the
Risk teams at Paydoo and CardPay. With xpate, Anna is responsible for
numerous aspects of risk mitigation strategy: merchant, card scheme,
compliance, AML, fraud and chargeback. With her extensive experience in
the compliance, fraud and AML elds, she leads the xpate team to remain
ahead of every region’s regulatory landscape as it continues its global
expansion.

Key Media
Content

Key Media
Content
Press Releases

xpate becomes a principal member of Mastercard,
March 2021
In one of our biggest achievements to date, our membership of the
Mastercard Principle Partnership scheme is approved in January 2021, giving
us access to a whole new world of tools and features that will elevate our
xpate Stacks platform to the next level.

Links, the new xpate project, launches to help
acquirers offload the operational burdens by offering
an end-to-end “paying by cards” solution, June 2021
Building on the success of our approval for the Mastercard Principle Partnership
scheme, our latest innovation is launched in June 2021. xpate Links, a whitelabel turnkey payment gateway solution, is our biggest leap forward yet. From
end-to-end fraud control to dispute management reporting and omnichannel
payment card acceptance, xpate Links promises to simplify the payment
ecosystem for acquirers thanks to its bleeding edge technology and solution
focused design.

The Hot
Topics
Our team are truly experts in
the payments industry. We
hire the best talent, with the
sharpest insights and the
most creative minds,
allowing us to not only see
the future of the payments
industry, but shape it.

We have a unique take on the industry’s
hottest issues, opportunities and factors
surrounding the payments landscape,
including:

•

The future of cross-border payments

•

Automation and innovation in payment processing & easing
the acquiring process

•

Compliance and AML practices in global payments

•

UX, UI and the importance of good design for payment
solutions

•

Navigating the acquiring landscape

•

Talent acquisition and development

•

The importance of a strong brand culture to building a
successful team

The xpate
style
brand identity, guidelines
and content
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Content Hub

As you’ve probably noticed, at xpate we do
things differently. Our commitment to standing
out and ahead of the competition resonates
through our entire brand identity.
From bold colours and eye-catching designs to perfectly crafted social
media posts and interactive games, we aren’t your ordinary Fintech –
and that’s why we want to give you everything you need to design your
content the xpate way.
So, welcome to our content hub where you can download our full
brand guidelines. For any speci c media content requests, please
contact our PR agency, who will be happy to assist with any
requirements you may have.

So, you want
to talk?
For any enquiries, please contact our team
on the details below:
Jenna Walker

Alice Corden

Sam Allsopp

Jenna@skyparlour.com

Alice@skyparlour.com

SamA@skyparlour.com

